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MORPHEME STRESS IN DANISH 

J0rgen Rischel 

1. Introductory remarks 

According to the glossematic analysis by Hjelmslev (7) 

there is commutation in Danish between two syllable accents, 

one of which manifests itself as strong stress, and the other 

as weak stress. The opposite view is held by Andersen (1, 

p. Jl2-J1J), who claims that Danish has no word stress but 

only sentence stress. Andersen discards the evidence of 

distinctive stress placement by stating that the examples of 

commutation are either foreign words, which are not valid as 

proof of such a commutation in Danish proper (I return to the 

problem of genuine versus foreign words in section 1.1.), or 

special cases {with pretonic for-). 

One type of proof given by Hjelmslev is the oppo

sition between wordforms like forfald 'unavoidable absence' 

with strong stress on the first syllable versus forfald 

'decay' with strong stress on the second (since many people 

are somewhat hesitant about the accentuation of the former 

word, it may be preferable to choose another example like 

forbenet 'the foreleg' versus forbenet 'ossified; pighead

ed'). According to Hjelmslev forms like forfald 'unavoid

able absence' have strong stress on both syllables in the 

"ideal" formal representation (which corresponds rather 

closely to the underlying, morphophonemic representations 

of generative phonology as o~ today), but one of the two 

stresses is replaced by a weaker stress under the dominance 

of the other. In sequences with ideally two strong stresses 

after each other either one or the other·may be replaced by 
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a weaker stress by a so-called "implication" {which in Hjelm

slev's theory is a kind of syncretism betwee~ strong and 

weak stress). An example is fad0l 'draught beer' with 

stress reduction on 01 versus fad 01 'barrel of beer' with 

stress reduction on fad. In a sense the stress patterns of 

fad0l and fad 01 are co·mmutable, which from an autonomous 

phonemic point of view might seem to make the analysis in-

valid. But, in Hjelmslev's words, "the commutation is a 

consequence of the implication, w~ich, in turn, is a con

sequence of the syncretization, which is the signal" (8, 
p. 2o4), the stress relationships signalling specific types 

of constructions. 

is evidently right. 

From a generative point of view Hjelmslev 

The degrees of stress found in compound 

words and other syntactical constructions do not reflect 

different st.ress phonemes but are due to rules of grammar. 

On the other hand the difference between compound words 

with the root morpheme for as first member, and words with 

the prefix for- can be reasonably interpreted as a ~iffer

ence between phonemically strong and weak stress. (cf .. Bas

b0ll (2), p. 39)~ i.e., there seem to be morphemes with 

and morphemes without inherent strong stress. In this sense 

the examples with for may be said to prove the phonemic 

status of stress. 

The other type of proof given by Hjelmslev is the 

different stress placement in wordforms of foreign origin 

like korset 'the cross', kanon 'canon', plastic 'plastic 

(i.e., PVC, etc.)' with stress on the first syllable versus 

korset 'corset', kanon 'gun', plastik 'plastic art; plastic 

surgery' with stress on the second syllable. It may be 

argued (and it has indeed been argued, at least orally) 

that these examples are all suspect. Some of them (korset 

'the cross', plastik) differ from the others in that they 
1 are morphemically complex. The word pair remaining if 

these are discarded is a subminimal pair (kanon having a 

1) Hans Basb0ll first called my attention to this peculi-

arity 0£ the pair plastic plastik. 
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long vowel in the first syllable if it means 'canon' but a 

1ong vowel in the second syllable if it means 'gun', a 

fact that obviously has something to do with the stress place

ment). There are, however, other more perfect minimal 

pairs (August as a personal_ name has initial stress, where

as the name of the month has final stress), and it is clear 

that stress is at any rate not entirely predictable from 

any immediately observable features of the segmental struc-
2 

ture. 

In a generative phonology it may be proposed instead 

that stress depends on some more abstract feature of the 

underlying representations, a feature that does not always 

appear in the phonetic output except as stress (placement). 

One may wonder why Hj~lmslev did not attempt to interpret 

intramorphemic stress placement in this way, i.e. as a 

signal of special structure types (as shown in 2.2. below 

this kind of approach is not entirely out of question). 

Anyway, the establishment of stress accent as a formal 

category plays a very important role in the glossematic 

analysis of the Danish ~xpression system, since the defi

nitions of syllable, vowel, and consonant depend upon it. 

1.1. "Genuine" and "foreign" wordforms 

It may be argued against the kind of proof constituted 

by such word pairs as plastic - plastik that they are not 

relevant to the structure of "genuine" Danish words. Non

compound polysyllables inherited from Old Danish have, on 

the whole (cf., however, section 7. below), stress on the 

first syllable, and except for the suffixes -(l)ig and 

-(n)ing noninitial syllables only contain "shwa". It is 

obviously of great interest to describe the structure of 

this restricted part of the Danish language and to state the 

simple stress relationships found here. However, it would 

be meaningless from a synchronic point of view to discard 

all other wordforms as not belonging to the Danish language. 

2) For words with different stress placement see 
Hansen (6, p. 267 ff). 
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Words like kasket 'cap' must indeed be listed as Danish 

lexical entries in spite of non-initial stress, but it is 

of course possible to mark them by an abstract feature 

"+foreign". A categorization by means of such a feature 

would make it possible to set up a specifically simple set 

of rules for the inner core of "genuine" words, and an ad

ditional, more heterogeneous set of rules for the more 

peripheral words. It could be done, although it must be 

admitted that the dividing line is not very sharp. Non

initial stress is, for example, not avoided in strictly 

colloquial wordforms, cf. starut, stabejs, kanut (all with 

stress on the second syllable) 'strange fellow', so the 

intuition of Danish speakers about the foreignness of this 

stress placement is ha~dly very strong (as an example of the 

opposite, compare colloquial East Norwegian with such forms 

as 'avis for a'vis 'newspaper' = Danish avis with stress 

and st0d on the second syllable). 

The problem with a division into "genuine" and "for

eign" wordforms is that a mere dichotomy does not suffice 

at all. It is possible to set up at least five different 

categories, which roughly speaking represent increasing 

degrees of foreignness (with the reservation that many 

foreignisms may happen to follow the pattern of "genuine" 

Danish forms): 

I. forms inherited from Old Danish. 

II. loanwords from (Low) German, e.g. behandle. 

III. words from Latin or Greek, like profet. 

IV. words borrowed from French in a non-latinized form, 

e.g. gele (gelatine belongs to III). 

V. recent, entirely unassimilated words, mainly from 

English, e.g. week-end. 

The first two categories are very closely related. 

They share numerous roots and suffixes (cf. handle -

behandle, handling - behandling}, and are probably impos

sible to keep entirely apart. The most important feature 

of the second category is that it exhibits some prefixes 
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which can never take stress. 

The roots and derivational affixes of the third cate

gory are almost entirely different from those of the first 

two categories (with the important exception of some few 

suffixes like~, -ing, .-isk, cf. kanonisering 'canoniza

tion', magisk 'magic' with suffixes that are apparently re

lated to those of handtering 'profession', dansk 'Danish'). 

This nearly complementary distribution of not only root 

morphemes but also derivational affixes supports the valid

ity of the categorization. 

The relationship between the morphemes found in the 

remaining two categories and those found in the others, 

is less clear. 

There can be no .doubt that it would be intere~ting to 

study the Danish sound pattern with reference to such a 

categorization of the morphemes. However, this can hardly 

be done with stress.rules alone. I do not even know to 

what extent it is at all possible to make a valid categori

zation on a synchronic basis. The present paper gene~ally 

does not distinguish between native and foreign morphemes, 

although some appalling deviations from the general pattern 

are explained by the foreign origin of the morphemes in 

question. 

1.2. Aim and disposition of the present paper 

It is the aim of the present paper to study the stress 

placement in Danish wordforms and to determine to what ex

tent it can be predicted from the structure of the word

forms. In order to avoid undue confusion of conditioning 

factors I shall begin by examining monomorphemic forms and 

proceed stepwise to the grammatically more complex types. 

The stress rule·s specific to compound words will only be· 

touched upon very briefly, and those pertaining to other 

syntactical constructions will hardly be considered at all. 

Thus the present pape:r limits its scope to "lexical" stress, 
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dealing with such problems as inherent stress versus lack 

of stress and predictable versus unpredictable stress place

ment. - The stress rules conditioned by syntactical struc

ture will probably not pose prob1ems that are essentially 

different from those found in analyses of other Germanic 

languages, cf. Chomsky-Halle (4), p. 89 ff, Kiparsky (9), 
Elert (5). However, before Danish can be profitably ana

lysed from this point ~f view it must obviously be deter

mined what the input to these rules is like, i.e. how the 

stress patterns of simple wordforms are generated (it 

being assumed that the stress rules altogether operate 

·"outwards"). 

It seems to me particularly important to examine the 

segmental structure of monomorphemic wordforms in order to 

decide whether stress can be predicted (and hence inserted 

in phonetic representations) by sufficiently simple rules 

or whether it must be indicated in underlying representa-

tions. There is no doubt that the answer to this question 

depends (more or less) on one's methodological prerequi

sites. As long as there is no universally accepted way 

of comparing rule complexity with the "cost" of additional 

marks in lexical entries, and as long as there is no uni

versally accepted way to distinguish ~etween well-motivated 

and ad hoe solutions,3the best one can do is to present the 

data in such a way that the findings can be easily restated 

in a different framework. I have, therefore, organized the 

initial section on morpheme stress in such a way that stress. 

is first considered in relation to surface structure and 

afterwards in relation to some hypotheses about the under

lying form. The following sections, on polymorphemic form~, 

are of course not arranged in this "autonomous phonemic" 

fashion, but many ·points are stated in a very provisional 

form. A coherent set of rules is not presented until 

section- 8., which gives a brief survey of the findings. 

3) Kiparsky rightly warns against too much abstractness 
in phonology. 
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l.J. Phonetic transcription 

The phonological behaviour of Danish obstruents and 

vowels is characterized by the rather drastic effects of a 

series of late rules, which shorten vowels, weaken or de

·voice obstruents, and the like (cf. Rischel (11), (12)). 

In a discussion of stress placement a transcription which 

·takes these late rules into account, is not expedient to use. 

It is simpler to establish a level of representation which 

expresses the differences that are relevant to the ~ubject 

matter but does not give irrelevant details of the phonetic 

output, i.e. something like an autonomous phonemic notation. 

In the present paper I use a notation of this kind. 

Its rather strange appearance is due to the fact that it. 

mostly employs the letters of the Danish standard ort~o

graphy (s.o.), i.e. it resembles a broad version of the 

Dania transcription slightly more than it resembles the 

IPA transcriptions used in some previous papers. 

When comparing the data given here with data given in 

s.o. one.should bear the following differences in mind: 

(1) Vowel length is here marked by:. The s.o., on the 

contrary, marks vowel shortness in some word types by 

doubling the following consonant letter or by adding a d. 

(2) The occurrence of st0d is marked by;. 

(J) Since the Danish vowels are often one degree lower than 

indi~ated in standard orthography, the present transcription 

has~ for orthographmc i in many wordforms, and similarly re 

for-~,~ for~, g for~' o for u, and a for o. 
= - = 

(4) The transcription has~ for orthographic !!_g (it is like

ly that the underlying form has /ng/, too, perhaps with the 

exception of French loanwords with orthographic~, nt like 

balkon, in which the lack of~ points to a single seg

ment/~/). 

The fricative variants of /d, g/, orthographically d, K, 
are transcribed as g, l (in order to make the fricative 
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·pronunciation predictable in forms like metodisk as against 

parodisk with unaspirated stop and erotisk with (at lea t 

optionally) aspirated stop). 

(5) The position of the main stress is indicated by an 

acute accent over the vowel. When necessary, secondary 

stress is indicated by a grave accent, and if degrees of 

secondary stress must be distinguished, the stronger is 

indicated by a circumflex in accordance with American usage. 

Since the paper does not deal with phonetic degrees of stress 

to any noteworthy extent, this rather inadequate system of 

transcription was considered sufficient. 4 It has the obvious 

advantage compared to the IPA system that no decisions need 

to be made concerning the location of syllable borders. 

The most important deviations from the IPA transcrip

tions used in other articles on Danish phonology are: 

(1) ~J~l, ~J~l, a: correspond to IPA [e:(:), ce(:), o {:) J 
0 (in stressed wordforms) corresponds to IPA [P] a 

a: corresponds (in some environments)· to IPA [m.2] 
--

(2) As mentioned above some vowel and consonant modifica

tions due to late rules are disregarded. 

The last-mentioned point may seem to be in conflict 

with the claim made in section 1.2., i.e. that the place

ment of stress should be examined in relation to the phon

etic structure of the wordforms. However, there is not the 

slightest doubt that the vowel and consonant modification 

rules in question are later than the rules assigning stress 

to simplex wordforms, and that the inclusion of all phonet

ic details would obscure rather than clarify the relevant 

facts. The relationship of stress placement to optional 

quantity and st0d is not equally clear, and accordingly the 

latter features are marked consistently. To give an exam

ple: the first syllable of the definite form badet 'the 

4) Some of the shortcomings of autonomous phonemic tran
scriptions were discussed in Rischel (lo). 
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bath' has an underlying short vowel which is lengthened and 

gets st0d according to general phonological rules of Danish. 

According to a late rule the vowel may be shortened again, 

but retains a quality different from that of short /a/. 

In such cases the transcription used here indicates length 

and sted: ~~~:~~~• Thus,-whenever a vowel is long at some 

stage in the derivation and is not shortened again by an 

obligatory rule, it is transcribed as long. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that "shwa", ortho

graphically ~, IPA [~]or ( when fused with /r/) [ p J , is 

represented by e. 

2. Stress placement in monomorphemic wordforms 

2.1. Is stress predictable from the surface structure? 

The placement of stress on one or another syllable 

of monomorphemic wordforms is to a high extent predictable 

from the syllable number and syllable structure of their 

phonetic representations. In the following, three kinds 

of conditioning factors will be distinguished. 

Stress in relation to full vowels versus shwa 

Monomorphemic wordforms of more than one syllable 

fall into two categories: (a) those of which the first vowel 

is a "full" vowel but all following vowels are~ (shwa), 

(b) those containing more than one syllable with a full 

vowel. The latter are almost exclusively words of foreign 

origin (with the exception of old compounds like~~~~~ 

'window'; forms like ~~~~i 'blessed, saved', E~~!~~ 'rail' 

may be considered "quasi-derivations" belonging together 

with .the forms treated in J.l. below). 

Rule 2.1.-A Syllables with shwa are never stressed. 

According to this rule the stress placement in the vast 

majority of noncompound wordforms is immediately predictable 
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provided that shwa is_ distinguished from full vowels in the 

phono1ogical representat~ons. 

Some occurrences of shwa are clearly derived from 

underlying full vowels, and it may be ·postulated that the 

remaining ones also reflect underlying full vowels, al-

though they are always realized as shwa. In Hjelmslev's 

notation such indeterminate shwas are rendered as £, which 

seems to be a reasonable interpretation if stress is con-

sidered distinctiveo If, on the other hand, stress is to 

be inserted by phonological rules, the derivation of e 
= 

and~ from a common underlying vowel may still work in 

monomorphemic wordforms, but we shall be faced with a problem 

in morphemically complex forms, cf. g~~gg 'gaol' versus 
, 

~i!~~g 'coldest•. In such a wider context it seems more 

immediately attractive to derive shwa from the vowel under

lying the half-close front vowel e, since the vowel e is 
= = 

most uncommon in non-initial syllables (of non-compound 

words), except for the suffix !~i~~ (where~ may be said 

to replace!, since the latter does not occur before 1)• 
Apparent counter-examples like g~~~~~: 'pastil' versus 

t½gg!1 'fistula' differ in st0d, which must be generated or 

marked anyway. Other forms with non-initial short e can 
= 

perhaps be considered distinctly "foreign" and thus set up 

as a group which does not make the general rules invalid 

although its members must be marked as exceptions to it. 

The words in this group are almost exclusively words of 

French origin with final stressed ~,like ~J~~t 'jelly'; 

these belong to a larger category of words which are ex

ceptional anyway (cf. 2.1.J. below). 

No matter whether shwa is derived from /e/ or set up 

as a separate unit, it must be distinguished from the 

other vowels at a fairly early stage in the phonological 

rules. Here an additional problem presents itself: in forms 

like!!~~!~ 'moves' /t/ is in "weak position" (cf. Rischel 

(12)) conditioned by the following! and therefore unas

pirated, whereas the same consonant in forms like ~g~~~~ 
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'motor' is in "strong position" and aspirated. Howev~r, in 

ordinary speech the unstressed sequences~~ and~~ tend to 

merge so that only the preceding consonant betrays the un-

derlying difference. This merger of a full vowel and shwa 

must obviously be stated as a late rule, whereas the deri

vation of shwa in!~~~~~ from a full vowel must be an early 

rule preceding all rules relating to "strong" and "weak" 

positions. It remains to be stated what is gained or lost 

by deriving all shwas from underlying full vowels. (For 

more details concerning alternations between full vowels 

and _shwa see Rischel (11), p. 198-201.) 

In the following it will be assumed that those shwas 

which do not alternate with full vowels in the surface re

presentations and which condition a syllable division 

putting the preceding consonant (if any) in "weak position", 

are distinguished from full vowels in the underlying re-

presentations. This, however, does not exclude the possi-

bility of deriving them ultimately from a full vowel. 

Stress in relation to long versus short vowel 

Rule 2.1.-B A long vowel in a stressed monomorphemic 

wordform carries the stress. 

There is stress on the first syllable of ~~~~~g, ----------
s6:lo but 

on the second syllable of ~~~~~~:g 'sailor', g~~~~~ 'man

sion' (note that word final stress is accompanied by st0d 

if permitted by the composition of the syllable). Other 

examples with more syll~bles are P~!~g~gr~, petr6·:'leom, 

mausolffi:om, kamrele6:'n {note that stress on the antepen

ultimate is accompanied by st0d under the same .conditions 

as word final stress). 

There are a few morphemes that have two long vowels,. 

e.g. paradis and possibly satyr. Such forms as paradis 

behave like compound words, i.e. the second long vowel has 

a reduced stress (secondary stress), the stress pattern of 
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paradis being similar to that of compounds like sparegris 

'piggy bank' (note, however, that according to section 

J.4. below a sequence of two long vowels in the underlying 

form of a morpheme does not necessarily appear as a se

quence of two phonetically long vowels). 

It follows from what has been said that the placement 

of stress on long vowels is predictable from the surface 

s-tructure. Consequently, if the underlying quantity re-

lationships are identical with those of the surface struc

ture, stress on long vowels need not be marked in lexical 

entries. 

2.1.,3. Stress in relation to syllable type 

In monomorphemic wordforms of which all vowels are 

short there is a strong tendency to let the stress place

ment depend on the structure of the last syllable con

taining a full vowel. There are many irregularities (see 

below) but the general tendency can be formulated like 

this: 

Rule 2.1.-C A stressed~ monomorphemic wordform which 

contains no long vowel, takes stress on 

the last full vowel that is followed by 

a consonant. 
, 

Examples are: (with stress on the antepenultimate~ g~~g~~ 

'host (sacramental word)', kol6m'bia; (with stress on the 

penultimate~ ~g~~~~ 'side scene'; f!~~g~, ~~~~Ei~! 'maca

roni',~~~~ 'villa'; (with stress on the last syllable:) 

~g~!~ 'skullcap', g~~~g~~ 'absinth', g~g~~~' EE~Y!~~~~ 
'provisions', masdodin't 'mastodon'. 

There is a number of monomorphemic wordforms with 

two or more syllables which have stress on a short vowel 

followed by zero. Some of these are interjections such as 

~g~ (also ~~g~), others are words of French origin like 

g~~~ 'passe', E~~!Q, ~~E~ (type of car - the word for 

'compartment' is more often pronounced ~~g~!~), ~J~~~ 
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'jealous', gJ~~~ 'jelly'. Most words of this category have 

a distinctly foreign character and must definitely be con

sidered as deviating from the normal pattern of Danish, i.e. 

they should be listed is a set of exceptions which do not 

make the general rules invalid. Th~y can be fully assimil-

ated to the Danish pattern by a lengthening of the final 

vowel (as in ~~g~!:), by pronu~ciation of the final written 

consonant (g~~~~ 'bunch of flowers' as against~~~~ 'perfume 

of wine'), or by some other modification (I have heard 

~Jgg~ ~hausse) 'set paving' pronounced ~J~~~g~~ by road 

makers, who probably use the word more than most other 

people). 

Another type of exception is constituted by words 

ending in a short vowel which have stress on the antepen-

ultimate instead of the penultimate. Such forms are not 

very frequent, however. Some of them are foreign names:· 

~[E!~~ (also ~1:[E!~~), gig:~~~ (or Eanama:'), mal'aga 

(versus~~~~~~); J~g~~i~ represents a related type of ex

ception. 

A quantitatively much more serious problem is posed 

by wordforms which end in a closed full vowel syllable but 

nevertheless have non-final stress. This category includes 

a number of names of foreign origin .. Other reasonably 

common examples are: ~g~9~~~~ 'bungalow';~~~~~' ~g~g~ 

'privy', ~~~~g~ 'talc powder'; E~~~g 'gallon', ~~~J~g 

'hessian', ~gggg~~g~~g 'rhododendron', ~J~~:g~~g 'champion'; 

g~i~~~~~; ~~~~~~~ (drug against alcoholism},!~~~~~ 

'functionalism', E~~g~~ 'gesture', ~~gg~~ 'rock candy', 

katekismus, rabtus 'craze', ~g~~:~~ 'goldfinch'; E~~gg, 

g~g~g(or rather ~~~~g)'mustard'; ~i~~~; g~i~g~~ 'plastic'; 

~i~~~g 'ballast'; g~~~~~e 'harness', g~~~~e 'cane'. 
It is possible to take care of a good deal of these 

exceptions to rule 2.1.-C by introducing an additional rulea 

Rule 2.1.-D Word final syllables endin~ in a single nasal 

do not take stress (the stress being ~ut in

stead on the preceding one, if possible). 
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However, the introduction of such a rule creates a new series 

of exceptions, namely words of French origin ending in or

thographical~ or nt. Some of these are pronounced with a 

long vowel plus g or a short vowel plus ~~E, in both cases ~--
with final stress, which does not violate any rule (examples 

are: ~g~~~~:g 'macaroon', g8~~~:! 'accent' (in the sense of 

accentuation or accent mark)). Others, however, are pro-

nounced with a short vowel plus~; these wordforms likewise 

have stress on the last syllable and thus violate rule 
5 

2.1.-D, unless this rule is modified in such a way that 
, 

it applies only to nonback nasals. Examples are: gg~~~~ 

'balcony', gE~~~ '(foreign) accent'. 

Forms like gg~~!~ are deviating in much the same way 

as forms like ~J;~~• Final stressed vowels in polysyllabic 

wordforms are normally long and accompanied by st0d, and 

similarly a final stressed sequence of vowel plus voiced 

consonant in polysyllabic wordforms normally has st0d, cf. 

hotcel' 'hotel'. ------ This might be taken as e.vidence that the 
------
loanwords discussed here take final stress by a late 

ad hoe rule of the form: "Add stress to the last syllable 

of morphemes marked for "French accentuation"", all lexical 

entries having this deviating pattern being marked ac~ord-

ingly by some abstract feature. However, some more details 

must be mentioned here .. Firstly, there is one (probably 

unique) bisyllabic morpheme ending in 1 which has final 

stress without st0d: ~~~~~; this form would have to be 

marked as a "French" exception as. well, which makes the 

category phonologically less well defined. Secondly, and 

more importantly, forms like balkiu, sjele take st0d (and, 

as far as final vowels are concerned, length) irt inflected 

.forms in which a syllable is added to them: gg~~!~:~g 'the 

balcony', ~j~!~i~~~ 'the jelly'. This is due to a general 

rule of Danish phonology which also applies to unstressed 

final vowels: vila 'villa' - ~~~g~:~g 'the villa',~~~~~~ 

'rail' - ~~~~~~:~g 'the rail', and thus it does not contra

dict the assumption that the final stressing~~~!~, ~4~!~ 

5) Provided that~ is not derived from /ng/. 
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is due to a late rule. 

The remaining exceptions to rule 2.1.-C cannot be tak-

en care of by any simple rule. There is no obvious reason 

why, for example, there is final stress in g~~~g 'palace', 

~~~;fg 'licorice', ~g~~~ 'annex', g~~~f~E' ~;~~~~E 'cane', 

~~§~gg (name of month) but initial stress in ~~~~g 'Hellas', 

~~~~g 'daisy', ~Jg~g (name), g~;g~g 9 , g~~gg9 , ~~§~gg (per-

sonal name), since we find quite analogous vowel-consonant 

sequences in both series. Similarly, there is no overt 

reason for the difference of stress placement between 

~~~:gEg and ~g~~~g, since it is reasonable to assume that 

the sted is dependent upon the stress placement rather than 

the other way round (the opposite view would lead to quite 

intolerable consequences in Danish phonology). 

Thus, in spite of the partial coverage obtained by 

means of the few and simple rules stated above (2.1.-A,B,C,D) 

it must be concluded that the stress placement in polysyl

labic morphemes is not entirely predictable from the surface 

structure, i.e., in autonomous phonemic terms stress is 

phonemic in Danish. 

Nevertheless, the rules stated above are of some in

terest since they express the prevailing tendencies. 

2.2.· Stress and underlying representations 

It was found ·in section 2.1. that the stress placement 

in most Danish morphemes can be p~edicted on the basis of a 

few simple rules. On this background it would seem reason-

able to assume that the forms which do not agree with the 

rules differ somehow in their underlying representations 

from those that do agree with the rules, although the 

underlying difference may only be reflected in different 

stress placement. 

There is in Danish no basis for postulating dummy 

vowels (constituting extra syllables) which vanish in the 

output representations after having triggered some stress 

' 

• I 
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piacement rules (cf. Chomsky-Halle (4), P• 147-148). It is 

not either possible to take care of unpredictable stress 

placements by introducing a distinction between °tense" and 

"lax" vowels, since we already recognize a difference between 

long and short vowels and a difference between full vowels 

and shwa. There is no basis whatsoever for postulating 

more oppositions of this nature. 

It may be postulated, however, that syllables with 

stress have either a long vowel or a long postvocalic con

sonant or a postvocalic consonant ~roup in the underlying 

form. Wordforms like those cited in the last part of 

section 2.1.J. can then be distinguished like this in their 

underlying representations& 

palas: 

anreks 

krabasg 

etc. 

had: as 

aj:aks 

dam:asg 

etc. 

According to these examples, a syllable with a long conso

nant takes precedence over a syllable with a final cluster. 

Similarly, a syllable with a long vowel takes precedence 

over a syllable with a final cluster (according to rule 

2.1.-B), cf. names like~!~!~~ (a brand of film). If two 

syllable~ both exhibiting a short vowel which is followed 

by two consonants, compete about stress placement, the rule 

seems to be that the last one takes the stress if it ends 

in a stop consonant (~~~~~~8 'brush, float', ~g~~~:~ 
'absinth'), whereas the first one takes the stress if this 

is not the case (~~~g~g~ 'turnip'). Exceptions to the 

last-mentioned rule like harnisg, augosd (as a personal 

name) behave as if they were derivations {*harn-isk) or 

compounds (*af-gust) and may be marked for this pseudo

complexity in their lexical representations.· 
, 

The French forms like g~!~~U, ~J~!~ cannot be covered 

by these rules. One might set up a rule according to which 

long vowels are obligatorily shortened before ~he velar 

' 
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• nasal; this would permit us to represent words like g~~~~~ 

with a long second vowe1 in their underlying ~orms. How-

ever, this kind of hocus-pocus would not help to explain 

the final stress in forms like metal, sjele ( since an unde·r

lying long vowel stays long before /1/ and zero, cf. forms 

like g~~ii~~ 'goblet', !~1~:). 
It being granted that the two kinds of loanwords 

exemplified by gg~~!~, ~J~~~ must be taken care of by some 

special rule, the remaining monomorphemic wordforms can, 

with very few exceptions, b accounted for by a set of 

simple rules. One way to ~o this is to assign the feature· 

[+stress] to every full vowel and to delete some of the 

stresses afterwards, "heavy" syllables (syllables contain

ing a long segment or _a postvocalic consonant cluster) 

conditioning the deletion of stress in lighter syllables 

according to a particular rank ordering. Another possibili

ty is just to assign stress to the vowels that shall have 

stress, the rank ordering of syllables according to their 

segmental content being incorporated in an ordered set of 

rules. The problem of formalization must, however, be post

poned until polymorphemic wordforms have been considered, 

too. At present, the rules will only be stated in an in

formal way according to the second solution: 

Rule 2.2.-A 

Rule 2.2.-B 

Rule 2.2.-C 

Rule 2.2.-D 

A vowel segment containing the classificatory 

feature [+long] receives stress. 

If rule 2.2.-A has applied vacuously, a vowel 

segment followed by a consonant segment con

taining the classificatory feature [+long] 

receives stress. 

If rules 2.2.-A&B have applied vacuously, a 

vo~el segment (the last vowel segment?) that 

is followed by two consonant segments of 

which the second is a stop, receives stress. 

If rules 2.2.-A&B&C have applied vacuous~y, 
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the first vowel segment that is followed by 

two consonant segments receives stress. 

It may seem rather artificial to postulate underlying 

consonant length, since consonants are phonetically short 

in Danish in all environments (except for "syllabic" con

sonants representing a fusion of shwa plus consonant, or 

consonant plus shwa, according to a late, optional rule). 

• However, there is some evidence that consonant length must 

be posited anyway, partly as a classificatory feature appear

ing in lexical entries and partly as a feature generated at 

some intermediate stage in the phonological rules. This is, 

at least, a possible way to explain (predict) the distri

bution of st0d, and hence an analys1s which postulates the 

existence of underlying consonant length as a feature which 

is deleted by a late rule, is not entirely without support 

from evidence of _a different kind. 

Underlying consonant length serves to generate the 
correct phonetic output in cases where the accentuation 
type manifested by st0d is expected on grammatical grounds. 
It being assumed that Danish has a distinction like -the 
Norwegian or Swedish one between "accent l" (being grammat
ically predictable in forms like 2~~, 'pen',~~! 'cat', or 
in the definite forms 12ren'en, katen-; etc.) and-rraccent 2" 
(grammatically predictafiie-;-for-example, in the plural 
forms 2~~~, ~~!~ or in monomorphemic forms like~~~ 'end'), 
we find-that-this distinction is neutralised everywhere 
except in syllables containing a long vowel or a vowel 
followed by at least one voiced consonant. In such syllables 
(with so-called phonetic st0d-basis) "accent l" may appear 
as st0d, otherwise there is no phonetic distinction between 
the two alleged types of accentuation (this statement holds 
true only for some varities of Standard Danish). In this 
respect Danish differs radically from Norwegian and Swedish 
(note further that "accent l" is the marked one in Danish, 
whereas it is generally considered the unmarked one in 
Norwegian and Swedish). It is, however, interesting that the 
(early) rules inserting "accent l" and "accent 2" (or rather 
only the former, since the latter need not be marked at all) 
are very closely related to those of Norwegian and Swedish. 
The various manifestations of "accent l" and its neutralisa
tion with "accent 2u under certain conditions, must be taken 
care of by a later set of rules that are specific to Danish. 

However, the situation is further complicated by the 
fact that even syllables with a voiced postvocalic consonant 
do not necessarily take st0d under conditions where "accent 1" 
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is expected on grammatical grounds, cf. ~~~ 'friend' versus 
E~~~ 'pen'. On the other hand, there is-invariably st0d 
In-monomorphemic wordforms that contain an additional con
sonant after the voiced one, cf. kan't 'edge', and similar
ly if the vowel is long, cf. E~!~~=Tnice'. According to 
Hjelmslev (7), monosyllables witli-st0d on a final voiced 
consonant such as man' 'man' has a latent /d/ after the 
postvocalic sonorant~=whereas there is no latent consonant 
in forms without st0d under similar conditions. /d/ is 
postulated here because it appears in derivations with -ig, 
cf. mandi 'manly'. However, I should rather like to speak 
about=~naerlying length in such cases (it is not difficult 
to formulate a rule inserting d between long obstruents and 
the suffix in question). Accordingly, the phonetic forms 
may be generated from underlying forms differing in length: 

lvam ~ vron 

ipam: ~ peen' 

ipre : n ~ pre : ' n 

This: analysis; does not take care of the accentuation.in 
inflected forms like vam'en. However, the fact that "ac
cent 1" is manifested=fiy=~t0d here can be explained in , 
terms of a rule which lengthens a postvocalic consonant ✓' 
before a following vowel {which in turn may be inserted by 
a phonological rule). This abstract consonant lengthening 
(which does not appear in the output except through its 
effect on accentuation) only takes place in certain cases; 
in other cases the vowel is lengthened instead, cf. 

ba3 'bath' definite form 1ba~et ➔ ba.: '3et 

vren II " 1vrenen ➔ vren' en 

The lengthening of vowel or consonant .is largely dependent 
upon the quality of the consonant; roughly speaking, vowels 
are lengthened before voiced approximants, whereas consonants 
are lengthened if they have partial or complete oral occlu
sion (i.e. both nasals and /1/ belong to the latter group; 
the classification of /r/ is most controversial). For more 
details see Basb0ll (J). 

Forms like"':_~~ must be interpreted as consisting entire

ly of short segments. They nevertheless take stress like 

other wordforms. We must, therefore, add a final rule to take 

care of forms of this kind: 

Rule 2.2.-E If rules 2.2.-A&B&C&D have applied vacuously, 

the last full vowel is stressed. 
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Note that this rule (which also takes care of the form 

-~~~~~) makes the feature of consonant length redundant in 

final voiceless consonants provided that there is no pre-

ceding long syllable to attract the stress-. Forms like 

g~~~~ can be represented in lexicon with a final short /t/, 

but since analogous forms like ~g~9~~ must have /t:/ in or

der not to get initial stress by the application of the 

rules as they stand, the possibility of omitting the length 

mark in a number of individual cases may not be particul

arly interesting from the point of view of the pattern. In 

the input to the phonological rules the two forms must have 

analogous representations. It is more interesting to note 

that consonant length is redundant in monosyllables ending 

in a voiceless consonant (like g~~). In such forms the 

final consonant is short and remains short according to 

general marking conventions. 

It is not at present clear to me how much is gained 

by generating stress or rather the placement of stress from 

underlying segment length and syllable complexity. 6 The 

analysis attempted abov~ may be criticized as being unduly 

abstract. Note, however, that in spite of the fact that 

there is no phonetically obvious parameter of length as

sociated with the postulated underlying difference between 

long and short consonants, it is nevertheless a matter of 

terminology whether one should speak of absolute neutra

lization or not, since the accentuation effects are indeed 

very directly associated with underlying consonant length, 

the relationship being a perfectly regular one. 

It is certainly possible· to mark stress in lexicon, 

but then one misses all the tr~e generalizations that can 

be made with reference to vowel length and consonant number, 

and the distribution of st0d must be accounted for anyway. 

6) In his analysis of Norwegian Weinstock (1J) prefers to 
derive both vowel length and stress from consonant 
length. From an autonomous phonemic point of view one 
might do the opposite (with equal or more phonetic 
justification). • 
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J. Stress in forms with suffixes 

3.1. Suffixes with and without inherent stress 

Suffixes which contain no full vowel are never 

stressed, cf. the superlative ending in ~~~~g~ 'thinnest'. 

Suffixes containing one or several full vowels may 

have inherent stress or no stress. The majority of these 

suffixes have stress, like ik in grafik, isd in violinisd; 

this group includes all suffixes containing a long vowel, 

0: 'r in 
=~== 

fris0:'r ========. 'hairdresser', 0: 's in nerv0:'s ----------------
'nervous'. 

The most important suffixes with unstressed full 

vowels are:~ in~~~~~ 'cool',!~ in ~~g~~ 'friendly', ~~e 

~n j0:~isg, iker in gra:=fiker 'lithographic artist',~~, 

g~~ in~~~~~~ 'paint', g~~g~~ 'slope'. These are all 

similar in that the unstressed full vowel is a non-open 

unrounded front vowel. One may consider the possibility 

of deriving¼,~ in these cases from shwa, which would 

make stress largely predictable from the underlying di

stinction between full vowels and shwas in suffixes. 

This analysis is not entirely satisfactory, however, since 

it conceals the.fact that there is some kind of connection 

between suffixes like ~ge and suffixes like!~, ~~~~:~, 

cf. grafik - gra:'fisg, reksrentrisite:'t - reksron'trisg. 

If consbnants are assumed to differ in underlying length, 

the difference between stressed and unstressed suffixes 

can almost be accounted for by the morpheme stress rules 

formulated in section 2.2. The only exception noticed by 

me is -~~e' which is apparently related to ~e' cf. J~~~~ge 
'jewish' versus g~g:~e 'danish'. It may be possible to 

cut off the~ as a separate morpheme or pseudo-morpheme 

(appearing in the mutually related suffixes above and in 

more peripheral suffixes like the complex ~~:~~g~ in 

Elaneta:'riom). If there is an internal border in ~ge 
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both parts of the complex must remain unstressed according 

to the stress rules set up in 2.2., which thus seem to 

apply to morphemes as well as monomorphemic wordforms. 7 

J.2. Suffix addition and stress deletion 

In the following it will be assumed that each morpheme 

of a wordform is stressed or unstressed in some underlying 

representation, the morpheme stresses being introduced by 

early rules, i.e. at a point where the different kinds of 

phonological juncture are still symbolized in terms of the 

structure of the syntactic surface representation (except 

for morphemes which may have to be marked for stress or 

inability to take stress on a particular vowel). This ap

proach (which of cou~se does not agree with the formulation 

of.stress rules in Chomsky-Halle (4)) seems to me meaningful 

since, for example, the accentuation of prefixes cannot be 

predicted except with reference to the morphemic composition 

of the wordforms. Thus, the stress rules are here put on 

roughly the same level as the rules generating "accent l", 

which obviously.must refer to boundaries reflected as/+/ 

in phonology, cf. makr6:'n+er 'macaroons' versus matr6:ne+r ----------
'matrons', g~~:~~~~~ 'platforms' versus ~~~~~;:t~~ 'canoes', 

obviously by early rules referring t~ the structure of morph

~• If we assume each morpheme to be specified by early 

rules for stress (inexactly referred to as "inherent stress"), 

word stress must be generated by a deletion rule plus a re

lated shortening rule: 

Rule J.2.-A A morpheme stress is deleted if there follows 

another stress without intervening juncture of 

the type delimiting lexical entries (i.e • .#).· 
Rule J.2.~A' A long vowel without stress is shortened before 

a syllable with' a full vowel and optionally be

fore a syllable with shwa. 

violi:n+isd+en:e➔ violi:nisde:n:e ➔violinisdene 

7) This presupposes either that the vowel of 1~2~!l is de
rived from shwa or that the final consonant-is-derived 
from one underlying segment (i.e. not from /ng/). 
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J.J. Additive and replacive suffix insertion 

Suffixes containing a full vowel may either be added 

directly to the stem or replace the final part of it. The 

replacive transformation applies in particular if the stem 

ends in shwa, cf. J~~~~ with the derivations j~Q~~~ 'female 

jew', J~~g~gB 'jewish', or meto:ae - met6:'di~~~-~~t suffix

es (or suffix clusters) like isg, iker, isit~:'t also seem 

to replace full vowels in some cases, cf. ~~~gg~~: -
mel6:'disg, where the shortness of the last vowel proves 

that the suffix is replacive ~g9 (not additive g9 as in 

Earti:' - Earti:'sg). 

It is characteristic of replacive constructions that 

the consonant precedi~g the replaced vowel tends to retain 

the quality it should have before this original vowel, cf. 

the two variants of /d/ in J~~~~g9 and met6:'0isg versus 

mel6: 'disg. The former, i.e.~' is in "weak position", 

but the latter, i.e. g., is in "strong position" in the 

underlying stem form (cf. Rischel (12)). 

In many instances the stem to which the replacive 

suffixes are joined is otherwise found qnly with stressed 

suffixes. In such cases it may not be valid to claim that 

the replacive suffixes replace any pa~ticular sequence, 

but the wordforms may nevertheless behave as if the suffix-

es replace a "dummy" syllable with stress. The presence or 

absence of a syllable of this type in the underlying form 

of the stem is sometimes apparent from the consonant quali

ty. A typical example is the root morpheme /lo:g/ in 

~gBf~ 'logic', ~~~:B~gE 'logical', ~~~:a~~~~ 'logician' 

versus the derivative suffix /lo:g/ in !~~g~~~, 'philologist', 

filol6:'iisg (or filol6:'gisg), filologi:'. The root morph

eme {which is not very clearly related to the derivational 

suffix from a synchronic point of view) does not occur alone 

but only with suffixes as in ~~s!~,-which may be termed a 

"quasi-derivation" since the presence of a suffix!~ is 

obvious, cf. ~~f~, ~~~~f~, and other analogous forms. In 
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accordance with the :fact that ~g~:e~g8, !21:g!~~E are :felt 

to be derived from Jg8£~, the /g/ keeps its quality as a 

stop consonant determined by strong position. In the 

:form :filol6:~is~, on the other hand, the suffix ~~g may 

be taken as either added to f!!2!2!:I or replacing the 

suffix of :filolog!:', and accordingly, there is some vacil

lation in the pronunciation. With/pt k/ the difference 

between underlying weak and strong position is probably 

not made very consistently. 

Purely additive suffixes do of course not behave like 

this. A stem final consonant to which an unstressed suf

fix is.added, remains in weak position, c:f. abeb 'abbot', 

plur. ~gg~~;;, whereas .the addition o:f a stressed su:f:fix 

puts the consonant in strong position (stated otherwise: 

the syllable border comes before the consonant), cf. the 

feminine derivation abed!se 'abbess'. --------------

3.4. Stress shift and preservation of underlying vo1-vel 

length before replacive suffixes 

Alternations like ~~~ggg~:~~~gg - arisdote:'lisg 

'Aristotelian', dre:man or drem6:'n - drem6:'nisg 'demoniacal', 

kan'ada - kana:'disg, kana:'dier 'Canadian', mart~:'r -

~~EEf!:E!2~ 'ma~tyrdom', E~!E~g11:~ -· E~E~g!l:~!~g 'para

disiac', sa:tan - sata:'nisg 'satanic' show a tendency :for 

unstressed replacive suffixes to cause the preceding morph

eme to take stress on the last syllable. Moreover, the 

word:form gets "accent l" (i.e. st0d if phonetically pos

sible), also in cases where the underlying stem is an 

"accent 2" :form, c:f. met6:5.e - met6:'bisg (j0:be -

J~~~~g-~ without ~ points to a di:f:ference in the treat

ment of :foreign and non:forei~ lexical items). 
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(In their analysis of English Chomsky and Halle (4) 

set up a distinction between the adjective-t'orming suffix 

-ic(al), which they represent as /ik+ml/, and the noun

forming suffix -ic, which they represent as /ik/. In their 

own words, they resort to this artifice to account for the 

fact that the former suffix places stress on the immediate

ly preceding syllable (4, p. 88). The corresponding Danish 

suffixes are replacive ~ge and~~' respectively. The under

lying form of the latter is /ik:/ according to the analysis 

proposed here; that of the former is probably /i+sg/. There 

is no possibility of a solution like the one proposed· by the 

said authors for English.) 

The fact that the length is shifted from one vowel to 

the other in cases like sa:tan - sata:'nisg might suggest ------------
that the root morpheme in such for~s has two underlying long 

vowels: ·/sa:ta:n/, of which the second is shortened by some 

phonological rule unless it has received stress. However, 

it is difficult to see how such a rule could be formulated 

in general terms without shortening also the last vowel of 

paradis, martyr. One way to except the latter words from 

such a shortening rule would be to mark them as quasi

compounds, i.e. with an internal boundary of the kind 

associated with lexical items, i.e.# .• This somewhat arbi

trary solution may be avoided if we take both vowel length

ening and stress attraction to be directly conditioned by 

the suffix /i/ in ~g8, ~~~, etc.: 

Rule J.4.-A Stress is moved to the vowel immediately 

before ~eplacive suffix /i/. 

Rule J.4.-A' A vowel separated from replacive /i/ by one 

consonant, is lengthened. 

The ability of the suffix to· trigger this complex of rules 

must be marked as an abstract feature of it. The suffix 

found in ~g~~~ 'cool', etc., which is superficially similar 

to the replacive suffix (element) in question, does not 

trigger the rules. Ultimately, the difference has obviously 
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something to do with the status of the suffixes as foreign 

or nonforeign. 

Vowel length and stress in the·suffix "-or" 

Forms like ~~~~~t 'lecturer' - definite form !~~E~~fl~ 

- plural lrekt6:rer show that the nomen agentis suffix "-or" 

appears in two shapes: with short unstressed~ and with long 

stressed g~• If an underlying form is posited with /o/, 

both the opening in final syllable before /r/ and the length

ening too: before a voiced approximant followed by a vowel 

tie in well with the general phonological rules of the lan-

guage. It may seem strange that the lengthening is not 

found before the definite article, but this is true also of 

some monosyllables, cf. g~t 'berry' - definite form ~~t:!~ 
(the lengtheriing rules applying to monosyllables with 

suffixes added to them are treated in detail in Basb0ll (J)). 

If the above analysis is correct, the lengthening rule 

in question must be prior to the rules assigning stresses 

to vowels, since the sequence /or/ does not fulfill the 

conditions for stress before the vowel is lengthened. 

4. "Heavy" suffixes 

Some suffixes (of German origin), in particular -hed, 

-dom, -skab, and partly -agtig, are stressed like the second 

part of compounds, the rhythmical patterns of djrervhe:'~ 

'frankness', ~~~g!~~ 'manhood', ~~~ 6gE~~:g 'wisdom' being 

similar to those of ~J~~~e~~:~, 'mountain goat', gg~~g~~~ 
'death sentence', ~g~~e~~:g 'bookcase'. This suggests that 

t~e suffixes are characterized by being separated from the 

preceding stem by a boundary of the type/#/ unlike the 

suffixes treated in section J., which were preceded by/+/. 

The stress insertion rules given in section 2.2. 

apply to these suffixes. Two of them have a long vowel: 

/he :d/, /sga:b/, the o'thers have a long consonant or a 

consonant cluster after the vowel, i.e. they fulfill the 
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conditions for the rules in 2.2. to apply. However, the 

stress deletion rule J.2.-A does not operate across a 

boundary of the/#/ type. For sequences with this type of 

boundary see further section 6. 

Prefixes and stress 

Prefixes are characterized by occurring only word 

initially before a root morpheme. The Danish prefixes all 

have sh~rt vowels followed by none or one consonant· (apart 

from the somewhat questionable prefix ent-), so they cannot 

possibly be stressed,according to the rules, provided that 

they are separated from the following morpheme by/+/ 

rather than /:H:/. This difference of boundary distinguishes 

between /far+fal:/ 'decay' with a prefix and /far~fal:/ 

'unavoidable absence'with a succession of two lexical units 

each of which gets stress according to 2.2. 

The prefixes g 'un' and gg (und-) 'away from(?)' 8 

differ from the other prefixes in that they appear both 

with and without stress. I see no other way of explaining 

this than by considering them to be quasi-lexical items 

separated from the following morpheme by/#/, the unstressed 

variants being caused by a rule deleting/#/ in certain 

cases (the existence of a/#/ deletion rule in English is 

postulated by Chomsky and Halle (4), p. 86, this rule taking 

care of alternative stress patterns on words like analyzable). 

The same deletion rule is found with some regular compounds, 

and it will therefore be discussed in the next section. 

The special status of the prefixes g and~~ must of 

cause be explained by their role in the syntactical com

ponent of Danish grammar (which is not considered here). 

From a purely distributional poi~t of view g clearly differs 

from other pre£ixes in that it can occur before a prefix, cf. 

ubesgri:'veli 'indescribable', which is another testimony of 

the fact that it has a special grammatical status. 

8). and similarly the foreign prefixes~;'~ (the latter 
probably only with stress).-
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6. Compound words 

As stated above compounds are normally characterized 

by their members being joined by junctures of the/#/ type. 

Within each sequence bounded by/#/ the stress deletion rule 

applies, but the remaining stress of each sequence is retained 

although the relationship between the members of the compound 

is signalled by differences in the degree of stress. If 

there are more than two such degrees, the lower degrees 

tend to be indistinguishable from absence of stress: a com

pound like undervandsbad 'submarine' has normally no more 

stress on the third. syllable than underbetal t 'underpaid' , 

in which the third syllable is a prefix. 

The rules generating degrees of stress in compounds 

will not be considered any further in this paper. 

In some cases there seems to be a stress metathesis 

rule operating at a very late point in the phonological 
-

rule complex, compounds like stationsforstander being often 

pronounced ~~~~j21~g~f~~~~~g~~E instead of ~~~~J~!~~~= 

• !!~gg~g:~~- The compound, which means 'station master', 

definitely contains the lexical item /far/ 'for, front', 

not the prefix /far/, but the existence of the latter may 

have conditioned the frequent use of the form with apparent 

metathesis. 

Compound words and similar stretches with/+/ 

instead of/#/ 

Quite a few compounds exhibi_t the stress pattern 

typical of sequences with/+/ junctures, i.e. with deletion. 

of all but the last stress. This peculiar structure is 

found in a good many place-names and in a restricted number 

of ordinary compounds, but it seems to be associated in 

particular with stretches containing the suffixes~' !! 
(orthographically -ig, -lig). Examples are: ~gg~~~~~ 
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'magnificent', !~~~~g:~~ 'rash', ~!~~f!:~!! 'probable', 

~~~g~:~~!! •tractable', telf=rla:'~ijli •reliable'. 

This category is joined by a large number of words 

with the prefixes gg and particularly g, e.g. g~~~~:~~ 'shy', 

get~:~~ 'invalid', g~~~:~~ 'unlucky', g~~~:~ 'innumerable', 

g~~~~~~:~~~ 'relentless', g~~~~~e~~:~~~ 'impossible to do'. 

Many wordforms of this category are also deviating in 

that the parts of which they consist (when the suffix has 

been removed) do not both occur alone, or if they do, they 

may only occur with a different meaning or in a deviating 

phonetic shape. It might be assumed that the particular 

stress pattern were due to this opacity of the wordforms, 

but in fact the same stress pattern is found also with some 

forms which are entir~ly transparent, whereas others have 

the ordinary compound stress pattern, -------cf. uhrel'di versus -------
uvmnli ====== 'unfriendly'. 

Somehow, the stress patterns probably depend upon how 

these adjectival forms are generated in the syntactical corn-

ponent. As for the forms with the negative prefix, it seems 

that those which are quite obviously composed of the prefix 

plus an independent adjective, have/#/, i.e. the stress 

pattern of compounds, whereas those which are generated via 

a noun to which the negative prefix h~s been added, have 

/+/, i.e. no prefix stress. Finally, forms of which the 

nucleus is a verb (e.g. g~~~~~~~ rinalienable') have/-/ 

(g~f~:~~ may represent this type). These superficial 

considerations are, of course, quite inadequate from the 

point of. view of syntax, but they suffice to suggest that 

there may be a syntactical explanation of the stress patterns 

whereas it would not be possible to predict them on purely 

phonological grounds. 
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8. 'ummary and formalization of rules 

This paper attempts to show that stress in Danish is 

largely predictable not only in "genuine" Danish words but 

also in words of foreign origin, with the exception of a 

number of loanwords from French, which must either be taken 

care of by quite specific rules or marked as "French", or 

the like (a binary distinction of ·±foreign is hardly suf

ficient to explain the heteogeneous character of the 

lexicon). 

As for the commutation pairs listed in the beginning 

of the paper, k6rset and korset differ in their underlying 

representations as /kars+ed/ 9versus /karsret:/, forfald and 

forfald are respectively /far#fal:/ and /far+fal:/, kanon 

and kan6n are respectively /ka:non/ (?) and /kan6:n/, 

plastic and plastik are respectively /plastik/ and 

/plast+ik:/. 

It has been suggested in this paper that there is a 

phonemic distinction in Danish between shwa and other 

vowels. This may be taken care of by the feature "tense". 

It is further postulated that length is a classificatory 

feature distinguishing long and short·vowels as well as 

long and short consonants in the underlying representa

tions, although consonant length is deleted by a late rule. 

(It would be possible to speak of geminated vowels and con

sonants in order to avoid the feature "long", but I see no 

particular advantage in doing so.) Finally it is assumed 

that there are two kinds of marked boundaries in the word

forms: /#/ being the type of boundary that marks off 

lexical items, and/+/ being a morpheme boundary which does 

not have this property. 

Whereas Chomsky and Halle in their description of 

9) If this is a verb form, there is certainly a syllable 
with shwa, whereas the analysis of definite forms is 
controversial. 
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English put stress on wordforms by one main stress rule (with 

minor modirications by later rules), I have tentatively used 

a rather different approach. As presented in this paper, the 

Danish "main stress rule" consists of three sections, which 

do not belong directly together in the rule hierarchy. The 

first section (rules 2.2.-A&B&C&D) pu~s stress on each mor

pheme whose segmental structure permits it to take stress 

according to these rules. The second section (rule 2.2.-E) 

puts stress on wordforms (applying vacuously if they already 

have got morpheme stress). Finally, the third section (rule 

J.2.-A) delete stresses before later stresses in the same 

wordform. A supplementary rule shifts s~ress to the position 

immediately before certain "replacive" suffixes (rule J.4.-A), 

probably before the application of the last part of the main 

rule. -The rules demand for their application an input con

sisting of stretches bounded by/+/ or/#/. Some of these 

stretches are supposed to exhibit a replacement of/#/ by. 

a boundary type of a lower rank (replacement by/+/ or 

simply deletion). The 11/#/ deletion rule" cannot be stated 

in the present paper, since it demands a good deal of syn

tactical considerations and probably belongs to the syntact

ical component of grammar. 

The approach used in this paper.violates the prin

ciples laid down in Chomsky's and Halle's book (4) since 

it postulates that certain stress rules operate with refer

ence to boundaries of the/+/ type. This heresy has some

thing to do with the fact that so many conditioning factors 

enter into the stress generating rule(s): position of long 

vowel segment, position of long consonant segment, position 

of postvocalic consona~t cluster(s), and the distinction 

between full vowels and shwa. Since the subrules associated 

with these conditioning factors are disjunctively ordered, 

the rule complex becomes rather involved. Moreover, the 

rules generating "accent 1 11 , and the later rules converting 

this abstract accent into st0d under phonetically definable 

circumstances, should also be taken into account. 
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As far as I can see, there is only one point of dis

agreement between the principles governing the stress 

placement in monomorphemic wordforms and those governing 

the stress placement in polymorphemic noncompound word-
. ~ 

forms. This point has to do with the unstressed full vowel 

suffixes, which can only be distinguished· from the stressed 

ones if the latter are marked as "foreign"-: g.g~~~gg. 'fast-

est' having minus for this feature, Eg~g.£~g. plus. 

intuitively an extremely satisfactory solution. 

This is 

I do not want to insist that stress is generated to-

gether with "acc. l", or lexical. It is possible to generate 

word stress by rules operating on a representation with/+/ 

and across such boundaries. This requires a rule for prefix-

es and probably a shortening rule for cases like solisd 'solo

ist' vs. _r __ o_'=:_l_1=·=sd=· 'calmest' i'f the f m h / /====f== '1 10 
or er as o: , c • g~~=~• 

With these reservations it should be possible to 

set up the rules suggested in this paper in such a way 

that they apply to noncompound wordforms (i.e. within 

#-bounded strings). They are given here with a minimum of 

symbol use (disjunctive ordering permits further simplification) 

Rule 8.-A 

[ 
V ] -7· [1 stress] / X 

+long 
y 

Rule 8.-B 

V 

Rule 8.-C 

where Y contains 

no [1 stress] 
no [ V J 

+long 

~ [1 stress] / X 

where Y contains no 

no [1 stress] 

"Foreign" stress rule 

--7" [1 stress] I x_c j_c~nt.]y 

~nasal 

and X,Y 

and X,Y 

lo) Vowel length is definitely phonemic in Danish. 



Rule 8.-D 

Rule 8.-E 
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where Y contains no [ C ] 
-cont. 
-nasal 

and X,Y no [1 stresaj 

--7 [1 stress] / X CCY 

[ 1 stressj / 

where X contains no CC 

and X,Y no [1 stress] 

X C 

where X contains no [1 stress] 

With a more complete knowledge of.Danish prosody it 

should be possible to reformulate the rules entirely to 

get something like the rules sketched by Weinstock (lJ). 

It would be interesting to see to what extent the various 

Scandinavian languages agree in their treatment of foreign 

words of different categories. 
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